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Report of the Human Rights Council 2014-12-31
this report presents the resolutions and decisions as well as the president s
statements adopted by the human rights council at its twentieth special session
20 january 2014 its twenty fifth 3 28 march 2014 and twenty sixth session 10 27
june 2014 and its twenty first special session 23 july 2014

分散型ファイナンス 2021-11-25
分散型ファイナンスとは 分散型金融はブロックチェーンベースの金融形態であり 証券会社 取引所 銀行などの中央金融仲介業者に依存せず 代わりにブ
ロックチェーンでスマートコントラクトを利用します 最も一般的なのはイーサリアムです p defiを使用することには コスト 速度 セキュリティな
ど いくつかの大きな利点があります インターネットに接続している人は誰でも ブロックチェーンと暗号通貨にアクセスできます ユーザーは 銀行振込
を待ったり 銀行手数料を支払ったりすることなく いつでも取引を行ったり 資産を移動したりできます 分散型金融は 従来の金融サービスに代わる よ
り安全で 透明性が高く 効率的な代替手段として急速に台頭しています 一元化された金融機関の必要性を排除することにより よりオープンで信頼でき
る金融システムを作成し はるかにアクセスしやすくなります したがって 分散型金融は 従来の金融機関にとって終末論的な出来事とほぼ同等です どの
ようにメリットがありますか i 次のトピックに関する洞察と検証 第1章 分散型ファイナンス 第2章 ブロックチェーン 第3章 スマートコントラク
ト 第4章 暗号通貨 第5章 仮想通貨 第6章 中央銀行のデジタル通貨 第7章 e デモクラシー 第8章 イーサリアム 第9章 ビットコイン 第10
章 ディエム デジタル通貨 ii 分散型金融に関する一般のトップ質問への回答 iii 多くの分野での分散型金融の使用に関する実例 iv 簡単に説明す
る17の付録266分散型金融のテクノロジーを360度完全に理解するための各業界の新興テクノロジー この本の対象者 専門家 学部生 大学院生
愛好家 愛好家 およびあらゆる種類の分散型金融の基本的な知識や情報を超えたい人

Masquerades of War 2015-05-22
this collection explores the concepts and practices of masquerade as they apply
to concepts and practices of war the contributors insist that masquerades are
everyday aspects of the politics praxis and experiences of war while also
discovering that finding masquerades and tracing how they work with war is
hardly simple with a range of theories innovative methodologies and contextual
binoculars masquerade emerges as a layered and complex phenomenon it can
appear as state deception lie or camouflage as in the population centric american
warfare in iraq that was sold as good for the local people or the hidden violence
russian military forces used on each other and on local men in chechnya
masquerade can also be part of a people s war logic as exemplified by the maoist
movement in india yet masquerade can also be understood as a normal social
mask that people don to foreground an identity or belief from one s cluttered
repertoire in order to gain agency elements of masquerade can appear in texts
that proclaim seemingly unequivocal positions while simultaneously yet subtly
suggesting opposing positions masquerades of all kinds also seem ubiquitous in
fieldwork research and in resistance movements in war zones perhaps
masquerade though is ultimately the denial of death lurking behind the clarion
call of security a call that bolsters war by making militarized policing normal to
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secure populations from terrorists these interpretations and others comprise
masquerades of war this book will be of much interest to students of critical war
studies critical security conflict studies and ir in general

Focus On: 100 Most Popular Actresses in Hindi
Cinema 2016-06-10
歴史的なアフリカでの奴隷制は さまざまな形で行われていました 借金奴隷制 戦争捕虜の奴隷制 軍事奴隷制 売春のための奴隷制 刑事奴隷制はすべて
アフリカのさまざまな地域で行われていました 国内および法廷目的の奴隷制はアフリカ全土に広まった プランテーションの奴隷制も 主にアフリカの東
海岸と西アフリカの一部で発生しました 国内のプランテーション奴隷制の重要性は 19世紀に廃止されたために増加しました 国際的な奴隷貿易に依存
している多くのアフリカ諸国は 奴隷労働によって行われる合法的な商取引に向けて経済を再方向付けしました

古代および現代アフリカにおける奴隷制 2015-01-12
a secure supply of energy is essential for all nations to sustain their economy and
indeed their very survival this subject is especially important in the case of china
as china s booming economy and consequent demand for energy is affecting the
whole world and in turn potentially driving realignments in international relations
moreover as this book argues energy security should be considered more broadly
to include issues of sustainability environmental protection and the domestic
organisation of energy policy and energy supply this book presents a
comprehensive picture of china s energy security it covers all energy sectors coal
oil gas renewables international relations with all major sources of energy supply
the middle east central asia africa and key areas of domestic policy making and
supply

China's Energy Security 2019-01-04
at the crossroads of various disciplines this collective work examines the
possibility of a new end user engagement in ongoing digital technological
products and services development it provides an overview of recent research
specifically focused on the user s democratic participation and empowerment it
also enables readers to better identify the main opportunities of participatory
design a concept which encourages the blurring of the role between user and
designer this allows people to escape their status as end user and to elevate
themselves to the level of creator this book explores new avenues for rethinking
the processes and practices of corporate innovation in order to cope with current
socio economic and technological changes in so doing it aims to help companies
renew industrial models that allow them to design and produce new ranges of
technological products and services by giving the user an active role in the
development process far beyond the basic role of consumer intended for
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designers design researchers and scientists interested in innovation and
technology management this book also provides a valuable resource for
professionals involved in technology based innovation processes

Empowering Users through Design 2016-03-09
this volume was first published by inter disciplinary press in 2014 far from the
confines of black and white evil today is an often complex and ever evolving
concept which can be found in all facets of life this book offers a collection of
views on the concepts of evil and wickedness from a variety of subjects helping
to show the range and scope of this universal concept chapters begin by
exploring the concept of evil from a philosophical perspective attempting to
question the very nature of evil itself and what issues help to constitute the
subject they continue by discussing evil as it relates to monetary value in terms
of capitalism politics and binary code the last two sections focus on evil through
the lens of literature and film touching upon a wide range of characters from the
villain hero of the elizabethan era to the modern day antihero featured in twenty
first century film

I Want to Do Bad Things: Modern
Interpretations of Evil 2019-10-15
in recent times the phrase personalised medicine has become the symbol of
medical progress and a label for better health care in the future however a
controversial debate has developed around whether these promises of better
more personal and more cost efficient medicine are realistic this book brings
together leading researchers from across europe and north america from both
normative and empirical disciplines who take a more critical view of the often
encountered hype associated with personalised medicine partially drawing on a
four year collaborative research project funded by the german ministry for
education and research the book presents a multidisciplinary debate on the
current state of research on the ethical legal and social implications of
personalised medicine at a time when future health care is a topic of much
discussion this book provides valuable policy recommendations for the way
forward this study will be of interest to researchers from various disciplines
including philosophy bioethics law and social sciences

The Ethics of Personalised Medicine 2016-04-29
rebel politics analyzes the changing dynamics of the civil war in myanmar one of
the most entrenched armed conflicts in the world since 2011 a national peace
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process has gone hand in hand with escalating ethnic conflict the karen national
union knu previously known for its uncompromising stance against the central
government of myanmar became a leader in the peace process after it signed a
ceasefire in 2012 meanwhile the kachin independence organization kio returned
to the trenches in 2011 after its own seventeen year long ceasefire broke down
to understand these puzzling changes brenner conducted ethnographic fieldwork
among the knu and kio analyzing the relations between rebel leaders their rank
and file and local communities in the context of wider political and geopolitical
transformations drawing on political sociology rebel politics explains how
revolutionary elites capture and lose legitimacy within their own movements and
how these internal contestations drive the strategies of rebellion in unforeseen
ways brenner presents a novel perspective that contributes to our understanding
of contemporary politics in southeast asia and to the study of conflict peace and
security by highlighting the hidden social dynamics and everyday practices of
political violence ethnic conflict rebel governance and borderland politics

Rebel Politics 2016-04-25
this two volume book unveils trends strengths weaknesses and overall dynamics
and implications of social entrepreneurship in the middle east region whilst
identifying both opportunities and threats facing social entrepreneurship and
supplements through a wealth of insights and examples inspired from practice
and current applications

Social Entrepreneurship in the Middle East
2017-08-15
the wiley handbook of learning technology is an authoritative and up to date
survey of the fast growing field of learning technology from its foundational
theories and practices to its challenges trends and future developments offers an
examination of learning technology that is equal parts theoretical and practical
covering both the technology of learning and the use of technology in learning
individual chapters tackle timely and controversial subjects such as gaming and
simulation security lifelong learning distance education learning across
educational settings and the research agenda designed to serve as a point of
entry for learning technology novices a comprehensive reference for scholars and
researchers and a practical guide for education and training practitioners includes
29 original and comprehensively referenced essays written by leading experts in
instructional and educational technology from around the world
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The Wiley Handbook of Learning Technology
2015-01-01
the kurds once marginal in the study of the middle east and secondary in its
international relations have moved to centre stage in recent years the
contributors to the kurdish question revisited offer insights into how this once
seemingly intractable immutable phenomenon is being transformed amid the
new political realities of the middle east

The Kurdish Question Revisited 2018-10-02
a comprehensive text book by wolters kluwer lippincott covering all key features
that are very helpful for the medical students

Focus On: 100 Most Popular Gangster Films
2015-03-02
the book highlights the fact that islam does not encourage or incite intolerance of
other faiths and that it values sanctity of human life regardless of religious
affiliation and abhors violence and extremism as being perpetrated by the
misguided muslim jihadists of al qaeda isis and their associated terrorist groups
that have been wreaking atrocities on defenseless civilian populations of muslim
majority countries including women and children the book describes the inception
support and unlimited funding of these groups by the sunni arab countries and
implores the funders to discontinue their support forthwith to restore peace and
stability to the marginalized communities particularly the shia muslims of the
world who have been subjected to persecution for centuries ever since the
advent of islam in the seventh century following the death of the prophet of islam
in 623 the book also implores theworld powers to end their tacit support of
terrorism by seriously confronting the supporters of terrorist groups without
which the terrorism will not end

Public Health Approaches to Non -
Communicable Diseases 2015-01-11
producing women examines the ways femininity is produced through new media
michele white considers how women are constructed produce themselves as
subjects form vital production cultures on sites like etsy and deploy technological
processes to reshape their identities and digital characteristics she studies the
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means through which women market traditional female roles are viewed and
produce and restructure their gendered raced eroticized and sexual identities
incorporating a range of examples across numerous forms of media including
trash the dress wedding photography internet how to instructions about zombie
walk brides nail polish blogging diy crafting and reborn doll production producing
women elucidates women s production cultures online and the ways that
individuals can critically study and engage with these practices

Doctrine of Terror 2020-11-03
in 1977 johnson s best selling how long will south africa survive offered a
controversial and highly original analysis of the survival prospects of apartheid
now after more than two decades of the anc in government he believes the
question must be posed again the big question about anc rule johnson writes is
whether african nationalism would be able to cope with the challenges of running
a modern industrial economy twenty years of anc rule have shown conclusively
that the party is hopelessly ill equipped for this task indeed everything suggests
that south africa under the anc is fast slipping backward and that even the
survival of south africa as a unitary state cannot be taken for granted the
fundamental reason why the question of regime change has to be posed is that it
is now clear that south africa can either choose to have an anc government or it
can have a modern industrial economy it cannot have both

Producing Women 2022-11-22
the definitive unofficial reference for fans of the beloved film director like strolling
through the distinctly colored halls of anderson s imagination highbrow magazine
loaded with rich imagery and detailed analysis of his incredible films among them
the grand budapest hotel rushmore the royal tenenbaums moonrise kingdom and
the french dispatch this is an intelligent and thoughtful examination of the work
of one of contemporary film s greatest visionaries charting the themes visuals
and narratives that have come to define wes anderson s work and contributed to
his films an idiosyncratic character that s adored by his loyal fans from his regular
cast members such as bill murray and owen wilson to his instantly recognizable
aesthetic recurring motifs and scriptwriting processes this unauthorized in depth
collection reveals how wes anderson became one of modern cinema s most
esteemed and influential directors

How Long Will South Africa Survive? 2016-04-29
value added tax vat is often considered the most important development in tax of
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the past century although generally successful it can account for a large
proportion of state revenue it has spawned its own set of complex problems that
require a corresponding set of legal skills to resolve this book by systematically
drawing out the rules from a thorough analysis of the vat directive and as good as
every vat case ever decided by the court of justice of the european union cjeu
850 in all is the ideal day to day guide to european vat law the rules and their
applications for such vat matters as the following are clearly described with
examples distinction between supplies of goods and services for vat purposes
bundled supplies intra community acquisitions when tax liability starts and ends
place of supply rules and their exceptions exemptions in the real estate finance
and insurance sectors import and export exemptions right to deduct vat abuse of
rights the problem of incorrect invoices refund of vat and special schemes an
extensive keyword register facilitates navigating the book developed from the
author s daily practice as a tax counsel this book will be of immeasurable value to
tax consultants lawyers in house counsel tax authority officials and taxation
academics not only in europe but beyond

Wes Anderson 2016-09-19
this book explains the historical and philosophical understanding of eurasia and
its current relevance to the formation of the eurasian union it considers eurasia s
historical underpinnings and its current economic political and geo strategic
relevance in world politics

European VAT Law as Interpreted by the Court
of Justice 2018-02-22
the need for informed analyses of health policy is now greater than ever the
twelve essays in this volume show that public debates routinely bypass complex
ethical sociocultural historical and political questions about how we should
address ideals of justice and equality in health care integrating perspectives from
the humanities social sciences medicine and public health this volume illuminates
the relationships between justice and health inequalities to enrich debates
understanding health inequalities and justice explores three questions how do
scholars approach relations between health inequalities and ideals of justice
when do justice considerations inform solutions to health inequalities and how do
specific health inequalities affect perceptions of injustice and how can diverse
scholarly approaches contribute to better health policy from addressing patient
agency in an inequitable health care environment to examining how scholars of
social justice and health care amass evidence this volume promotes a richer
understanding of health and justice and how to achieve both the contributors are
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judith c barker paula braveman paul brodwin jami suki chang debra debruin leslie
a dubbin sarah horton carla c keirns j paul kelleher nicholas b king eva feder
kittay joan liaschenko anne drapkin lyerly mary faith marshall carolyn moxley
rouse jennifer prah ruger and janet k shim

The Eurasian Project and Europe 2015-03-24
what have we discovered about performance practice in the sam wanamaker
playhouse since the opening of the intimate candlelit theatre at shakespeare s
globe playing indoors reveals the results of a two year study into the
performance of elizabethan and jacobean drama in this unique theatre drawing
together insights into early modern stage practice and the observations of today
s actors and spectators a history of the experiences of artists and audience
members who experienced the space first the book is also a study of the
significance of re imagined theatres like the sam wanamaker playhouse and the
globe accessibly written and intended for a wide audience of students scholars
artists and theatre goers playing indoors is a valuable contribution to the young
field of early modern practice as research

Understanding Health Inequalities and Justice
2015-04-23
this book investigates the intersection of terrorism digital technologies and
cyberspace the evolving field of cyber terrorism research is dominated by single
perspective technological political or sociological texts in contrast terrorism
online uses a multi disciplinary framework to provide a broader introduction to
debates and developments that have largely been conducted in isolation drawing
together key academics from a range of disciplinary fields including computer
science engineering social psychology international relations law and politics the
volume focuses on three broad themes 1 how and why do terrorists engage with
the internet digital technologies and cyberspace 2 what threat do these various
activities pose and to whom 3 how might these activities be prevented deterred
or addressed exploring these themes the book engages with a range of
contemporary case studies and different forms of terrorism from lone actor
terrorists and protest activities associated with hacktivist groups to state based
terrorism through the book s engagement with questions of law politics
technology and beyond the volume offers a holistic approach to cyberterrorism
which provides a unique and invaluable contribution to this subject matter this
book will be of great interest to students of cybersecurity security studies
terrorism and international relations
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Playing Indoors 2016-01-02
the unece convention on the protection and use of transboundary watercourses
and international lakes provides invaluable insights into the contribution of this
international agreement towards transboundary water cooperation via its legal
provisions accompanying institutional arrangements and subsidiary policy
mechanisms

Terrorism Online 2016-04-14
the eruption of the anti assad revolution in syria has had many unintended
consequences among which is the opportunity it offered sunni jihadists to
establish a foothold in the heart of the middle east that syria s ongoing civil war is
so brutal and protracted has only compounded the situation as have
developments in iraq and lebanon ranging across the battlefields and
international borders have been dozens of jihadi islamist fighting groups of which
some coalesced into significant factions such as jabhat al nusra and the islamic
state this book assesses and explains the emergence since 2011 of sunni jihadist
organizations in syria s fledgling insurgency charts their evolution and situates
them within the global islamist project unprecedented numbers of foreign fighters
have joined such groups who will almost certainly continue to host them thus
external factors in their emergence are scrutinized including the strategic and
tactical lessons learned from other jihadist conflict zones and the complex
interplay between al qaeda and the islamic state and how it has influenced the
jihadist sphere in syria tensions between and conflict within such groups also
feature in this indispensable volume

The UNECE Convention on the Protection and
Use of Transboundary Watercourses and
International Lakes 2016-07-15
this book examines the crisis in ukraine tracing its development and analysing
the factors which lie behind it it discusses above all how the two sides have
engaged in political posturing accusations escalating sanctions and further
escalating threats arguing that the ease with which both sides have reverted to a
cold war mentality demonstrates that the cold war belief systems never really
disappeared and that the hopes raised in the aftermath of the collapse of the
soviet union for a new era in east west relations were misplaced the book pays
special attention to the often ignored origins of the crisis within ukraine itself and
the permanent damage caused by the fact that ukrainians are killing ukrainians
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in the eastern parts of the country it also assesses why cold war belief systems
have re emerged so easily and concludes by considering the likely long term
ramifications of the crisis arguing that the deep rooted lack of trust makes the
possibility of compromise even harder than in the original cold war

Focus On: 100 Most Popular Expatriate
Footballers in Spain 2014-10-30
this book traces the development of eu russia relations in recent years it argues
that a major factor influencing the relationship is the changing internal dynamics
of both parties in russia s case an increasingly authoritarian state in the case of
the eu an increasing coherence in its foreign policy as applied to former soviet
countries which russia regarded as interference in its own sphere the book
considers the impact of conflicts in kosovo chechnya georgia and ukraine
discusses the changing internal situation in both russia and the eu including the
difficulties in overcoming fragmentation in eu policy making and concludes by
assessing how the situation is likely to develop

The Syrian Jihad 2017-09-15
japan the basics is an engaging introduction to the culture society and the global
positioning of japan taking a fresh look at stereotypes associated with japan it
provides a well rounded introduction to a constantly evolving country it addresses
such questions as how do we go about studying japan what are the connections
between popular culture and wider japanese society how are core values about
identity formed and what are their implications how does japan react to natural
and manmade disasters how does nature influence japanese attitudes to the
environment with exercises and discussion points throughout and suggestions for
further reading japan the basics is an ideal starting point for all those studying
japan in its global cultural context

The Return of the Cold War 2019-10-07
this book examines the crisis in ukraine through the lens of triangular diplomacy
which focuses on the multiple interactions among the european union the united
states and russia it is explicitly comparative considering how the us and eu
responded to ostensibly the same crisis it also adopts a 360 degree perspective
focusing on how the us and eu interacted in their dealings with russia and how
russia and ukraine have responded chapters focus on each of the four
protagonists the eu the us russia and ukraine and on key cross cutting aspects of
the crisis sanctions international law and energy the book thus contrasts a
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conventional if exceptional great power the us with a very non traditional foreign
policy actor the eu it would be suitable for both undergraduate and graduate
courses on the eu s external policies and engagement in world affairs eu us
relations eu russia interactions or regional security issues

EU-Russia Relations, 1999-2015 2016-04-27
this interdisciplinary study takes a real life look at evil deeds and evil nature from
the global financial crisis to the rwanda genocide and beyond the authors share
their personal and poignant views on evil

Japan: The Basics 2016-11-03
since the late 1960s the novels of sjöwall and wahlöö s martin beck detective
series along with the works of henning mankell håkan nesser and stieg larsson
have sparked an explosion of nordic crime fiction grim police procedurals treating
urgent sociopolitical issues affecting the contemporary world steeped in noir
techniques and viewpoints many of these novels are reaching international
audiences through film and television adaptations this reference guide introduces
the world of nordic crime fiction to english speaking readers caught between the
demands of conscience and societal strictures the detectives in these stories like
the heroes of norse mythology know that they and their world must perish but
fight on regardless of cost at a time of bleak eventualities nordic crime fiction
interprets the bitter end as a celebration of the indomitable human spirit

Triangular Diplomacy among the United States,
the European Union, and the Russian Federation
2015-02-05
recent events in ukraine and russia and the subsequent incorporation of crimea
into the russian state with the support of some circles of inhabitants of the
peninsula have shown that the desire of people to belong to the western part of
europe should not automatically be assumed discussing different perceptions of
the ukrainian russian war in neighbouring countries this book offers an analysis of
the conflicts and issues connected with the shifting of the border regions of russia
and ukraine to show how material and psychological borders are never
completely stable ideas the contributors historians sociologists anthropologists
and political scientists from across europe use an interdisciplinary and
comparative approach to explore the different national and transnational
perceptions of a possible future role for russia
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Perspectives on Evil 2015-08-28
this book arrives at a very significant time throughout europe not only is the
european union currently facing a prolonged economic and social crisis with
nascent political consequences such as the ascension of populist parties in the
2014 european elections but also its eastern neighbourhood is confronted with
the growing hostility of an assertive russia opposing any new advance of the west
towards its frontiers bringing together experts in fields such as international
relations political science political sociology diplomacy security studies and
european studies with robust academic and professional backgrounds and
expertise with regard to the region this volume explores this significant window
of opportunity and will undoubtedly appeal to a global audience the considerable
diversity of approaches and styles here allows a multidimensional diagnosis and
analysis of present day eastern europe this volume defines a series of major
regional opportunities vulnerabilities and dilemmas and explores the complex
perspectives of the new eastern europe located between the european union and
russia under its current name of the eu s eastern neighbourhood along with the
tensions and challenges of a possible second cold war

Encyclopedia of Nordic Crime Fiction 2019-01-17
this handbook presents methods to advance the understanding of
interdependencies between the well being of human societies and the
performance of their biophysical environment it showcases applications to
material and energy use urbanization and tech

Neighbourhood Perceptions of the Ukraine
Crisis 2019-09-19
this book is driven by a quest to re regulate work to reduce informality and
inequality and promote a living wage for more people across the world it presents
the findings of a multidisciplinary study in four countries of varying wealth and
development exploring why people become trapped in precarious work the
accounts describe the impact of supply chain governance trade agreements
internal and between country migration legal factors as well as the socio
economic characteristics and outlooks of the workers in a unique approach the
chapters describe existing labour regulation measures that have succeeded but
which have to date attracted little scholarly attention building on these existing
innovations the book proposes a new international labour law which would
incrementally increase the wages of the poor and regulate precarious work in
global supply chains
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The European Union’s Eastern Neighbourhood
Today 2023
the israeli peace movement has been in decline since the 2000s in particular the
liberal zionist groups who call for peace for the sake of the security and continuity
of israel have become paralysed and almost voiceless since the second intifada
however despite the stagnation around the israeli palestinian peace process this
book argues that other important groups have emerged that present new ways to
challenge the status quo these are radical groups that act in solidarity with the
palestinians and human rights organisations and whose aim is to reveal the
realities of the occupation and hold the government to account leonie fleishmann
argues that these groups have been and remain the agenda setters pushing the
more moderate groups to mobilise more quickly and encouraging them to take up
more confrontational ideas using social movements theory and based on 50
interviews and participant observation this book sheds light on contemporary
israeli peace activism

Handbook of Research methods and
Applications in Environmental Studies
2015-01-30
vladimir putin s first invasion of ukraine in 2014 set off a global economic clash as
the west used its clout with international markets to deter and penalize the
kremlin the battlelines of this war by other means traversed a series of deep
economic connections built up during russia s oil gas and commodities boom
global equity and capital markets and transnational kleptocracy maximilian hess
s startling book lifts the lid on russia s response to western sanctions and the
ensuing skirmishes in london s courts on swiss trading desks and in boardrooms
in new delhi he explores how pipelines mines loans and crypto markets were
weaponized this narrative sets the stage for putin s all out assault on kyiv in
february 2022 which turned financial food and fuel markets into bona fide
battlefields bringing the fight into everyone s home from pennsylvania to
pakistan rather than a new cold war we are witnessing a conflict over finance
energy and capital markets how such economic warfare turns out will determine
the future of liberalism and democracy it will also set a precedent for economic
relations between the west and china as the two diverge into rival spheres of
influence and power
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Living Wage
credit rating agencies play an essential role in the modern financial system and
are relied on by creditors and investors on the market in the recent financial crisis
their power and reliability were often questioned yet a simple rating downgrade
could threaten to bankrupt a whole country this book examines the governance
of credit rating agencies as expressed by their ability to fairly ethically and
consistently assign higher rates to issuers having lesser default risks however
factors such as the drive for increased revenue and market share the inadequate
business model the inadequate methodology of assessing risk opacity and
inadequate internal monitoring have all been identified as critical governance
failures for credit agencies this book explores these issues and proposes some
potential solutions and improvements this will be of interest to researchers and
advanced students of corporate finance finance financial economics risk
management investment management and banking
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